Contents Lineup
Episodes: 1 × 30’
HD, 4K
Documentary
Leiji Matsumoto, the creator of legendary SF animation "Galaxy Express 999", reflects on his career and future ambition
upon commemorating his 80th birthday and 40th anniversary of creation of "Galaxy Express 999". A documentary revealing
his humble upbringing to inception of Galaxy Express 999's creation. Guest includes his long time friend Tetsuya Chiba
(legendary Japanese manga artist, creator of "Ashita no Joe"), Moto Hagio (known as founding mother of Shoshōjo (girls)
manga genre) and astronaut, Naoko Yamazaki.

Episodes: 4 × 30’
HD, 4K

Whether it be Zen gardens, tea gardens or landscape gardens, a Japanese garden is renowned for it's sublime and tranquility.
Bonsai, a Japanese art form using cultivation techniques to produce miniturized but realistic representation of nature in the
form of a tree in small container, has been an international cult trend. Japanese garden and Bonsai represents state of the
art combination of nature and human effort. In this series we explore it's history, design and philosophy behind
extraordinary world of Japanese garden and Bonsai.
#1 Koishikawa Korakuen (Tokyo)
#3 Kairakuen (Mito, Ibaragi)
#2 Rikugien (Tokyo)
#4 Kyu-Shibarikyu Garden (Tokyo)

Episodes: 6 × （2 × 60’ , 4 × 30’）
HD, 4K
Japan’s culture lies in Sake production. Blessed with quality water and a climate that
is very suitable for rice growing, Japan has been producing Sake from rice since for
more than a millennium. In this series, we visit sake brewries (Shuzo) around Japan
that continues to carry traditional methods and cultivate honest local sake community. Getting to know the stories and
thought process of sake creators behind famous sake brewries. A rare choise of local specialty appetizer recommended by
Toji, a brew master, him/herself. A local's sercret gourmet is revealed in this sereis.
#1 Akita/ Asamai Shuzo "Amanoto“
#4 Gifu/ Sugihara Shuzo "Ibi"
#2 Kyoto/ Matsumoto Shuzo "Matsumoto“
#5 Nara/ Imanishi Shuzo "Mimurosugi"
#3 Ishikawa/ Sogen Shuzo "Sogen“
#6 Mie/ Ohta Shuzo

Episodes: 12 × 30’
HD, 4K
Dive deep behind the scenes of “Made in Japan”. In each episodes we will explore
each artisan’s passion, their pride and joy of making exceptional Japan made products.
Whether it be kimono obi (belt), traditional armor making, wooden sandals or Japanese fireworks, there is always a compelling
story behind each makers. Their story is what keeps these products alive in this fast paced world.
#7 Randoseru (school backpack)
#1 Nishijin-ori
#8 Akita Bentwood Chair
#2 Magic Frying Pan
#9 Kurashiki Canvas Bag
#3 Japanese Armor
#10 Geta Wooden Sandals
#4 Satsuma Kiriko Cut Glass
#11 Osaka Tinware
#5 Japanese Eyewear Sabae
#12 Senko Hanabi Japanese Sparklers
#6 Hairdressing Shears
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